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IN OUR 82nd YEAR

Jldgement Of $875 Returned
In Suit Over Altercation

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May 11, 1961

Scout Commissioner
Meeting Is Tonight

Admission Of Evidence Will
Delay Nash On Taking Stand

MURRAY POPULATION 10.100

'Isaac B. Adams
Completes Course

Vol. LXXXII No. 111

Slowdowns at US
Missile Shooting
Bases Studied

I FORT SILL, Okla. rAllTN(7) —
1Army 2nd Lt, Isaac B. Adams 22,
'whose wife, Billie, lives on Route
12, Crossville, Ill.. completed the
111111
the
the
Judge
to
—
actual
salying
invoked
Circuit
DETROIT
Losaw
and
washroom
13-week field artillery officer orA Circuit Court jury yesteriay pass the
that
and
Fifth
G.
ruled
refused
to
Rashid
Joseph
today
Amendment
that
and
student
ientation course at The Artillery
returned a judgement of $875.10 gan with another
one
by
answer
to
the
put
questions
him.
made
statements
previously
the
about
-and Missile School, Fort Sill. Okla.,
in favor ef Thomas Brooks Logan, Logan was bleeding
Rashid
warned
Lassiter
Joseph
(',.
of
the
Judge
Parvin
killers
e or
1 ala 3.
liseear old %Tray State Co eee
re ii
a
coula be admitted in evidence a
During t e course w•esttlent from Brownsville, Tennes- nurse for emergency treatment,
in
could
to
result
so
of
murder
—
do
trial
orderea
conspiracy
the
the
signed for newly-commissioned ofsee. Logan had entered suit for and he was then removed to
court
her
aation.
widow
of
and
lover.
Lassiter's
contempt
I(kers. Lieutenant Adams was
S.25.375.10 against Bob Collins. 21 Murray Hospital where he stayed
sear old Murray State student for five days.
Convict Richard Jones answer- , trained in communications, arRsh:d made the ruling after
from Elkton, Kentucky.
tlefense and prosecution attorneys ed, "But Mr. Rashid. I'm serving tillery transport. tactics and tarOn relesse he lived at the home
get acquisition.
The suit involved aa altercamost of the morning over a life sentence already."
.rgued
two
for
Blackburn
Walter
Dr.
of
ble to get the missile program
By WILLIAM J. EATON
The school, which has as its
tion between the two in a show- weeks where a liquid diet was
admiesibllity of :he statements.
Joists, Nash and Roy Hicks all ;motto, "skill is better than luck",
working at full speed indicated
United Press International
er room at the college following prepared for him. Logan is a
The killer, Richard Jones, hid
— A Senate that he wanted to abolish slowWASHINGTON
an argument over two fratern:ty chemistry assistant to Dr. Blackrefused to testify in person Wed- of Chattanooga, Tenn., pleaded emphasizes leadership and the pracpledges. Logan lost four teeth as
nesday and the prosecution sought guilty to second degree murder tical application of field artillery investigator today disputed a un- downs as well as strikes.
burn.
Says Hearings "One-Sides"
a result of the fight between the
to introduce statements taken from and were sentenced to life terms tactics and techniques in the em- ion leader's claim that a "noIt was brought out that the arTestimony before the investigaPm and spent five days in the
him previously at a lower court in Southern Michigan State Prison ployment of artillery mortars, con- strike policy" adopted by the AFL. Page 6)
gument occurred over pledges Ron(Continued on
ventional cannon, free rockets and CIO building trades department
glirray Hospital.
examination of Lassiter's widow at Jackson.
According to testimony given at nie Christopher and Ted Sykes. Loguided missiles.
curbed missile base strikes.
and her lover.
for
have
asked
Nash
Jones
and
Chi
Sigma
The, lieutenant is a 1956 gradJerome Adlerman, chief counsel
the trial yesterday Logan had one gan .is is a member of
The wransae fryer admitting the a new trial, on grounds their guil- uate of Murray (Ky.) College High for the Senate investigations subtooth knocked completely out. and Collins, Phi Kappa Alpha.
dumade
under
were
ty
pleas
statements delayed the appearSchool, a 1961 graduate of Mur- committee, said there have been
three knocked back into his mouth
Logan sought $10,000 for loss of
aace of Charles Nash, another of ress. Jones told the court that ray, (Ky.) State College and a 39 work stoppages at missileat a forty-five degree angle and
the
$15000
to
give
he
money.
might
answer
any
earn
to
power
Lassiter's killers, who was brought
tour more loosened. Two blows
member of l'i Kappa Alpha fra- launching sites since the policy
punitive damages and $875.10 for
here frem prison to testify in the questions might prejudice the pend- ternity. His parents, Mr. and Mrs. was adopted in mid-February.
were landed on his mouth.
Logan
bills.
action.
dentist
legal
ing
and
hospital
murder - consipracy case against
Logan's mouth was cut and a
It has been "ineffectual" in
William II. Adams, live at 1301
received dental treatment over a
Mrs. Lassiter and her lover.
halting labor-management ...44rife,
ridge of bone in the lower jaw
Nash and Hicks were expected Wells %Yd. Murray. Ky.
which
during
year
one
of
period
•
broken out also. Called to the
he said, partly because it applies
The prosecation suffered a set- to follow suit in invpking the
four loosened teeth tightwess stand were Dr. Charles time the
only to 18 building trades unions
against
guarantee
consitutional
was
plate
a
first
and
the
again
when
Wedneklay
back
up
(''irk who treated Logan the night ened
and not all labor organizations
Joyce Hargis, (laughter of Rev- to the actual slaying invoked the self-incrimination. Hicks is schedby Dr. Outland.
The seventh annual presentaof the fight. Dr. James Outland, prepared
involved in missile work.
uled to follow Nash to the stand.
is
Hargis,
Henry
Mrs.
and
erend
The trial took up most of the day
Predicts Better Future
local denitist who did dental work
tion of the Anion Foundation
At one time the three were ex1961
of
class
the
of
Valedictorian
to repair the damage to his teeth, yesterday. Logan was represented of Murray High School, Principal
C. J. Neil Haggerty, head of Award • for natatanding musical
pected to he the chief witnesses
Preston Ordway. college business by Wells Overbey and Collins by Fred Schultz today announced.
the AFL-CIO department, said achievement will be presented toMrs. Nelle Lassiter and
against
manager. Buddy Hewitt. manager Nat Ryan Hughes and John Gre- Joyce achieved the highest schoWednesday that stie polies:, aimed night by the Murray Lions Club to
Gordon Watson.
gory...Logan's fathers ierlawyer, asof the Student Union Building.
al preventing walk-outs, had been a member, of the 1961 graduating
Usti', standing - in her - class with
prosecution.
39the
that
the
contends
in
state
The
sisted
to
happened
he
that
Hewitt said
generally successful and would class of Nturrav College High.
a four-year average of 96.17.
The Eighth Grade Class of New year-old Oionae grandmother and
James Clopton. Vice-President
work even better in the future.
Salutatorian is Ann Wrather, Concord Elementary school will Watson plotted the death of her
Labor Secretary Arthur .1. Gold- of the Murray Lions Club, will
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. present two one act comedies auto :teeter husband and hired the
berg moved ahead with plans to present the award during the anWrather with a four-year average Friday night. May 12th. at 7:30.
three Tennesseaans to do the job.
curb slowdowns, excess overtime nual Murray College High Spring
of 96.09.
"The Little Red School House".
lonely
a
on
Bukilled
Farm
Lassitsr was
The Calloway County
missile- Orchestra Concert at 7:30 tonight
In announcing the top five stii- will bring back memories of by- road near Willow Run Airport in reau Board of Directors met last payments and strikes at
in the third floor music room at
cienLs in a class of 68. Schultz gone days. If you have ever play- April. 1P59. Ile was shot through night for their regular monthly space installations.
Goldberg was reported ready to Murray Collete High.
congritulated the three students ed the role of a teacher you will the head and his body dumped in
meeting with president W. H. recommend
plan,
no-strike
a
The ra ..pients of the Anon
who achieved third, fourth, and sympathize with Mary of this play. a ditch.
fir asks presiding. The meeting was coupled with some type of board Foundation Awards for musical
are:
They
scholastically.
place
fifth
you.
yesteryear
of
unstudent
a
so
As
and
we must keep alive,
By ALBIN KREBS
ripened with prayer led by James to settle inter-union and labor- achievem int at Murray College
Mr. will re-live your past as you watch
known to her. I stole food daily. third, Kenneth Hirsch son of
United Prins tnternational
liagris.
High for the past six years are as
management disputes.
a
with
Hirsch,
George
Mrs.
and
mischievous
his
Butch Calahan and
NEW YORK 'UPI - Marc Berko- When she found out, we set out
Mrs. Ocus Bedwell gave a rePresident Kennedy's orders to follows: 1955. Jenny McKinney
fourth,
of"ta.5.75;
average
four-year
class mates.
witz sat in a Manhattan movie on foot for our home town of
port on the participation In the Goldberg to do everything poi- (Mrs. Home rPruitta 1956. Judy
Carol Quertermous. daughter of
The "Gaeat Smokies" depicts a
house and watched in horrified Siatinsky Dolli in Czechoslovagia."
Winn - Dixie Scholarship Aware
ttarnett (Mrs_ Tommy Hill); 1957,
Travis,
with
a
Lee
Mrs.
and
Mg.
love
mountaXerr widower and his
The Rerkawitz's lived off the
f. acination as he came face-towhich will be given to one boy
Prudence McKinney; 1958, Anita
and
95.07;
of
average
four-year
in
affair with a widow, who lives
land. steal.ng food plucking scraps
with his past.
and one girl in the state who is
McDougal (Mrs. J. B
19511,
fifth. Carol Jackson, daughter of a distant part of the mountain
Berkowitz. 29. was looking at from pig troughs, eating raw hinds.
planning to attend college this
Ralph Oliver: 1960, Christopher
with
Jackson,
D
J.
Mrs.
and
Col.
to
Pa, the hopeful groom, tries
the doramentary ••Mein Kampf," the trial of privation led only to
fall. She urged that those outa four-year average of 94.95.
deceive Ma. the wishful bride, by
about the rise and fall of Hitler. a Czech prison, however.
standing students from Farm BuThe concert will feature selecMiss
by
made
be
will
Addresses
dressing up his brood to imitate
Then came the concentration
His eyes fastened on the hollow
The Murray State College Sym reau families, who arc in their
Winners in the model car con- tions by the Fourth. Fifth. Sixth.
Hargis and MISS Wrather at the ch.ldren of much younger ages.
ShaW.
Paul
face of a pitifully starved boy camps of Poland. first Birgenau,
Prof.
senior year of high school contact test at Murray Home and Auto and High School Orchestra of
formal commencemeat exercises to She has her fears and intentions phonic Band.
shown being liberated trim the uhere Berkowitz and his twin sisConductor, returned to Mur- the office if they are interested in were announced today by J. D. alarray College High. The public
be held Jane 1 at Murray High too. So, she dresses her gang in han
guinea
human
as
camp
used
death
were
ter
Auschwitz
of
infamous
ray last night after three days
this award.
Murphy, owner of the store. In the is invited to attend and remain
School.
a similar manner. Who deceives concerts throughout Western Kenin Poland after the Russians had pigs by Dr. Josef Mengele. the
Further work in the Women's junior division Scott Diuguid was for the reception scheduled by the
these
see
to
have
You
will
who!
"experimenter."
medical
Nazis.
the
notorious
from
seized the area
tucky and the Louisville area.
Division of the Farm Bureau was first and Ken Miller second. Reg- Murray College High Music Roostfourteen year ald youngsters dress-We were six days on that filthy
Sudienly Berkowitz screamed:
The band performed to some brought to the attention of the gie Key and Tommy Colson re- ers Club.
and
dresses
short
said.
their
in
up
ed
Berkowitz
Birgenau."
it's
God,
to
train
"It's me! Its me! My
6.000 students in Paducah. Prince- board by Mrs. Leon Chambers. A ceived,ribbons for honorable menknee pants in order to enjoy the to, Hopkinseille. Central City, MarIle!" He didn't care that scores "Many died. When we arrived,
-Freedom Bookshelf" consisting of tion.
affords.
it
which
the
in
comedy
up
set
table
a
were
there was
of people in the dark theater
ion, Beaver Darn. Hartford. Liver- twelve books was voted to be
In the senior division James R.
Menwere
it
behind
railyards and
staring at him.
more, Greenville. Mulenburg and bought and placed in the regional Phelps was first and Barry ybee
Eichmann.
Through the cooperation of Co- gele and Adolf
Fern Creek High School, Wag- library.
was second. Receiving ribbons for
By United Press International
Sent to Laboratories
lumbia Pictures. Berkowitz was
goner High School in Louisville.
The annual Farm Bureau King honorable meation were Jack
UPt
The
-Ky
TAYL)SVILLF.,
pasthe
"They ordered most of
able to get a clip fr rm the film
The tour by the Symphonic Band and Queen Contest is getting un- Walli s. Steve Williams, Mike
and examine the picture closely sengers to get into trucks heading floodwall here was credited Wedwas planned by the Publk Rela- der way. Girls from Farm Bureau Smith, Tommy Stark s, Tripp
communithis
saving
to confirm that the 12-year-old boy for the crematoriums. others into nesday with
of Murray State families who will be at least 15 Drake and Larry Holland.
Miss Betty Hart, daughter of tions Department
trucks heading for the laborator- ty from flood damage by the Twit
at Auschwitz was indeed him.
College in cooperation with the years old by November 13 and not
of
First place winners received a
Hart
Dan
J.
Mrs
and
Mr.
Chairies. My sister and I were sent to len Salt River Town Board
Relives Horror
Department and Presi- have reached her 18th birthday by trophy and $5.00 worth of models.
Route 5. Murray. was recently Fine Arts
Today he decided to relive the the labs, where we lived for sev- man John Carr said that Army
of serving the that time are eligible for this Second place winners won a tropolicy
Woods'
dent
initiated intro the Alpha-Epsilon
horror of his past "so that this eral weeks with 30 or 40 other engineers informed city officials
West Kentucky.
Joe Weeks. Sr.. age 86. passed
contest. The boys must be 16 years phy and $2.00 worth of models.
Chapter of Lambda Kappa Sigma, schools of
Illeadful thing — the torture and sets of twins being used foi ex- that without the floodwall, the
Prof. Richard W. Farrell, head old by November 13, 1961 and not
away at 1i00 a. m. yesterday mornsorority
national
pharmaceutical
a
water would have been seven feet
traveled
Dept..
Arts
killing of millions--will not"--be periments.
Fine
ing at the Western Baptist lloshave reached his 19th birthday by
She will act as vice-president of of the
"Then ine day, in the long line deep in the downtown area
repeated "
and spoke on be- that time. Record books for both
pital. following injuries received
the sorority for the coming year. with' the band
And so Berkowitz, now a sales- of Jews being herded toward the
college
half of the
in a fall at his home 117 Central
boys and girls may be obtainiad
LOUISVILLE, Ky. lit — Ju- She is a member of the American
man, happily married and the fa- ovens. I saw my mother. She lookAvenue in Fulton. He had a fractand
by calling at the Farm Bureau
Association
Pharmaceutical
TripHenry
Judge
venile
Coart
said
we
and
eyes
and
my
quiet
a
into
in
ed
told
two,
of
ther
ured hip and arm.
Mice at 209 Maple Street. Murplayed on the sorority basketball
L.
Joel
Meer
Changed
ordered
PTA
lett
Wednesday
that
nothing
was
the
There
voice
emotionaless
nothing.
almost
A-2 Johnie E. Morris of the
Mr Weaks was born on March
ray.
Pharmacettes". The
-The
team.
the
to
remanded
IS
.
Jr
Uplain
livstopped
had
in
She
said.
alive
stay
to
be
could
story of his fight
A contribution was made to the 3097th Aviation Depot Sq , Stony I. 18,57 in Wingo. Kentucky. the
is sponaored by the Memphis
team
Department
State
the
of
custody
"
before
EuEastern
years
ing
the death camps of
high International Farm Youth Exch- Brook AN'S, has received the Sta- son of the late James hi. Weaks
County
Calloway
The
and their
In November. 1944, the Allies of Wolfer*. Uptain has confess- Retail Drug Association
rope.
Top- School PTA will meet next Mon- ange Cu. help finance a student tion's Airman-of-the-Quarter Award and Annie Webb Weeks. Ile lived
Drug
the
in
appeared
picture
W.
Lorene
aunt.
his
kdled
he
ed
crushing
were
Russians
9,
only
the
and
In 1941. when he was
day night at 7.30_ This meeting from McCracken County who will for the period January through here in Murray for most of his
ics magazine recently.
;Lana his parents, three sisters the Nazis and the Germans blew Oglesby, last Feb. 19 when she
was originally scheduled for Tues- spend a year in a foreign country. March. Airman, Morris' hotne area life where he practiced law.
sophomore
a
is
Betty
present,
At
(thorn
money
taking
,m
h
forcfound
and
Phd a brother were herded into up the camp at Birgenau
Survivors include four sons. Joe
May 16th but has been moved This is an exchange of young farm is Dearborn, Mich. Ile has been
day
Tennessee
of
University
the
in
home.
her
at
bank
to
plastic
unable
a
their first detention camp in his ed all those they were
countries to assigned at the base since Decem- Weaks of Fulton. Robert and Morday.
one
different
back
Memphis,
at
of
Pharmacy
of
College
students
to
Auschnatne Czechoslovakia. Others in burn into a death march
help -bring about a better under- ber 1959. By becoming outstanding rie Welts if Detroit. and George
DAWSON SPRINGS. Ky. (UP1) —
the camp were forced into trucks witz. Again. Marc Berkowitz surairman for the quarter, he is Weeks of Murray; two daughters,
with our neighbors.
standing
AdVeterans
12
at night and dumped into a river v.ved and in the following Jan- Personnel from
eligible for the Airman-of-the-Year Mrs. Ruth Egger of Detroit and
program
legislative
farm
The
seven
in
hospitals
to drown, but the Berkowtiz fam- vary the Russians released him. ministration
Award. Ile was also awarded $25 Mrs. Carolyn Flirdsong of Detroit;
the
on
effect
probable
its
and
on
institute
ily somehow got transported across and took the films that this week states will attend an
is excused from extra detail one brother W. T. Weeks of Wilmrind
This
studied.
was
farmers
county
Vetsupervision at the Outwood
the riser into Poland. where they came back to haunt him.
for
30
days.
ington, North Carolina lie had
interest
of
be
direct
to
thought
is
The
-The Russians gave us guns and erans Hospital here May 11-12.
managed to stay together a few
Ile is the son of R. II. Morris. eight grandchildren and several
to each farmer,in the county.
hand grenades and told us to help insitute will be conducted by the
months.
nieces and nephews.
Those attending t h e meeting
The Jewish ghetto in which they them kill our captors," Berkowitz American Hospital Association.
BAKE SALE
He was a member of the First
were: Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Compavant was in Chotkow. Poland, said. "They didn't understand.
The Intermediate MYF of the Methodist Church in Paducah.
ton, Mn, and Mrs. Noble Cox, Mr.
— Two
ASHLAND, Ky.
There on every "dark Monday." There had been enough killing. I
Funeral arrangements are inand Mrs. Leon Chambers, Mr. and First Methodist Church will have
many Jews were marched into the had seen so much of it. I threw high school seniors here were
Mrs. Herman Darnell, Mr. and a bake sale Saturday. May 13 in complete at this time however
named Wednesday as winners of
town square and shot. Marc's bro- down the gun they gave me.
Mrs. Herbert Miller. Mr. and Mrs. front of Belk-Settle Store. Sale friends may call at the Whitnel
"That is why it is important to 52.600 college scho!arsh , ps •wardther Ranch and his father Bernard
Funeral Home in Fulton.
Ray T. Broach, Mr. and Mrs. Ocuss will beg:n at 8:30 a. m.
bare these old scars, talk about ed annu:.11y by the ArmcO Steel
were shot the same day.
&dwell. Mr. and Mrs. S. V. Foy,
the terror nd hardship of my boy- Steel Corporation. The winners
Wears Christian Cross
Rob Gingles. Harvey Ellis, Billy
"From that point on. I took off hood So the killing will stop. are William R. Martin and Oar Smith, Billy Tidy:ell, Harrell
my star of David and wore the everywhere. I don't even want tend S. Litton who will study
Broach, James Harris, Glyndale
Christian cross." Berkowitz re- latchmann killed—or even Mengele engineering or science at a
Reaves, Elisha Orr, Hugh Foster,
col egg of their choice.
called. "My mother told me that if they ever catch him."
Purdom Lassiter, W. H. Brooks.
Marvin Hill, and Willie Smith,
A
WILLIAMSBURG. Ky. (L'111 EAU DE MOONSHINE
new $350,000 memorial Library will
ATLANTA (UPP — An eighth - be dedicated Saturday on the campPOPCORN
grade teacher became suspicious us of Cumberland College here
Wednesday when a 13-year-old girl Dr Herbert (' Gabhare president
The Senior MYF of the First
stole the atrention of her class- of Be!mont College at Nashville.
Methodist Church will sell fresh
thofted Press Interealimmal
Tenn.. will be the guest speaker
mates.
popped corn in front of Diuguid's
The girl. who cannot, be identi- for the dedication.
Furniture Store on Saturday May
Western Kentucky — Fair and fied because of Georgia law. had
13, beginning at 9-00 a. m. and
GROUP TO MEET
four-ounce bottle. The bottle
3 little warmer today and tonight. a
continuing until 6:00 p. m.
high today mid 70s. Low tonight contained "moonshine"- whisky.
The Murray Supreme Forest
Police were notified 1111hd sent to
57. Friday partly cloudy and warmADDED TO ROLL
the girl's home. Officers said sev- Woodmen Circle will have a din.
In
ASTRONAUT PALS GREET SHEPARD—On his way to a hospital
Temperatures at 6 a. m. (('ST).: en adult's including the father ner meeting tonight at 6:30 at the
checkFour names have been added to
,Grand Bahamas Island for a final physical and mental
Louisville 49. Paducah 47. Lexing- and grandmother, were in the Woman's Club House.
explorer.
the Calloway County High School
up,Cmdr. Alan B. Shepard, 37, first American space
Visitors from Paducah and FulSlayton
ton 49. Bowling Green 53, London home drinking moonshine.
SHEPARD FAMILY IN WASHINGTON—Spaceman Alan ShepHonor Roll. The four students,
is greeted by two fellow astronauts. They are Don ready
Police said the father, who has ton will attend. A special drill
35, Covington 46 and Hopkinsville
ard's family, retired Army Col, Gordon Shepard and Mrs:
(right), who was one of three
Grissom
June
are
grade
eleventh
Virgil
.the
and
in
all
(left)
165 previous arrests, said to his will be presented by the Murray
Shepard and Mrs. Gordon Sherman (middle). his sister, are
45.
if called. Happy that flight was successful,
flight,
Jimthe
Smith,
make
Gene
'Thomas
to
Smith.
daughter: -Honey, how come you Junior ° Grove captained by LoEvansville. Ind., 52.
shown In Washington for the congratulatory festivities.
they share in a laugh as Shepard (center) tells of experiences._
my Wilson and Jerry Spiceland.
retta Jobs.
got me in all this mess."
Huntington, W. Va., 55.
Dr. Castle Parker. District Commissioner of the Chief Chennubby
Distr.ct of the Boy Scouts, urges
attendance of all commissioners
tonight at th2 regular monthly
meeting which will he held at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30.
iris
o i in charge -of
'airier and meeting place.
County Assistant District Commissioner Jim Shortt, of Graves
County. Everett .tones of Calloway. and W. W. Ferguson of Marshall County will be on hand to
review and plan their work for
the next month.
The commissioner's staff has a
purpose to serve all the local Cub
Packs, Scout Troops. and Explorer
units in the district.

Joyce Hargis.
Ann Wrather
Top Students

S.

Anon Awird
To Be Given
To Student

Farm Bureau
Board Meets
Last Night

Eighth Grade At
Concord Plans Play

screams As He Sees Self In
Film Of Auschwitz Death Camp

Band Is Back
From Tour

Contest Winners
Are Annourked

Kentucky News
Briefs

Joe Weaks.Sr.
Dies Early
Yesterday

Miss Hart Member
Lambda Kappa Sigma

Johnnie Morris Is
Airman-Of-Quarter

Weather
Report
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LEDIIEB & TIMES —

THE LEDGER & TIMES

—

Ii

MURRAY,

KENTUCKY

THURSDAY — MAY 11,'1961

reporter award during the fall
semester. Mrs. Pat King, The ColPUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc..
lege News editor, accepted the
consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Time.,
safety award won by the paper
and The
rimes-Herald, Octooer 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
for a national safe-driving camJanuary
1, 1942.
paign contest. Larry Barton, The
College
News cartoonist, was
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
uuttii of itomilli
awarded second place in the same
We re-serve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to
contest. Bettie Jo Ray received
the Editor
it Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the
the E. G. Schmidt award 'for oub
best in The MSC philosophy depart- philosophy professor Robert
crest of our readers.
Per"a
standing journalism.
ment will be expanded to include kins to teach this subject
fullgATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
The library science department'. five new courses beginning in the time.
Academic and Social
dadison Ave.. Memph.s. Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New
most outstanding student was fall semester.
York, N.Y
Each semester, three introductStephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Awards Presented
Rosemary Hunt. Outstanding sen- (
`This expansion is made possible ory courses will be offered.
They
iors of the Agriculture Club this by an additional staff member In are:
To More Than 100
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
-Introduction to Philosophy,"
transmission as
year
are
the
Ron
history
Ramage
department
and
Second Class Matter
OvIe
enabling "Introduction to Logic," and "InThe presentation of Martha Jones.
troduction to Ethics."
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week
Clayton, outstanding senior girl,
20c,
per
Prof. Perkins states that, "These
nonth 85c. In Calloe:ay and adjoining counties, per year,
Charles Storey was named out$3.50; else- and Lynn Bridwell, outstanding
courses utilize different subject
shexe, $5.50.
senior boy, by Dean J. Matt Spark- standing senior in the Industrial
matter,
but
all
serve
only
not
as
man climaxed the annual Honors Arts Club. Outstanding seniors in
introductions to their_ respective
acaalsee
eke alsailiiittini..4ieadelig.,
Day program Thursday morning. the Vivace Club are Olive Bopp
THURSDAY — MAY 11, 1961
a- 5
areas but also as introductions to
Miss Clayton is an elementary and Roger Reichmuth,
the study of philosophy as a
Carolyn
Poindexter.
education major from Jackson,
1360-61
w hole."
Tenn., and Bridwell is a mathe- "Ideal Freshman Girl," was inEach semester two types of admatics and physics major from troduced by last year's winner,
vanced courses will be taught a
Frances
Smith.
Marion,
historical course and an interOutstanding senior chemist was
departmental service course.
Ledger & Times File
More thn 100 students were Beale Canon and
outstanding
The advanced historical course
honored at this program.
freshman chemist was Sheryl
for the first semester is "American
The thirty-three students named Jones. Donna Gorgan was the
Mrs. Charlie Bradley passed away at her home on to -Who's Who in American ColPhilosophy". "Nineteenth Century
outstanding home economics freshMain Street yesterday following an illness of four years. leges and Universities" for 1960- man.
Philosophy" will be offered the
SallING.
,SET POST-WAR RECORD-Establishing a new post-war
second semester.
Miss Frances Bradley of Murray is a daughter.
61 wore recognized by Sid Easley,
Samuel Lee Thompson. outrecord for one day's passenger ship departures from New York.
"Philosophy of History" will be
student Organization president.
standing physics major. and Lynn
The members of the Calloway County Fair Board
this photo shows the Manhattan piers crowded with transthe interdepartmental service
Deanna Hughes and Ron Schue Bridwela outstanding physics
maAtlantic vassels. An estimated 6.200 passengers sailed to
met last night and decided to give up the project of plan- were presented as the -Association
coarse for the first semester and
were introduced.
Europe aboard the liners. They are, as indicated. Atlanta°
"Philosophy of Science" will be
ning a permanent fair site for the county. Approximately of Childhood Education's choice Outstanding seniors in the
(Americao lereut 1 ineal' United States_al,.
b
-offered the secon
one-half of the needed s30.000 .had_ been pledged
for •he te.i-efro4» ed girl led men -era-a-a derrartmen acre
Judy Merpia (Greek Line); Flundre (French Line): Lillevan *Cunard
Philosophy can be used to fulOn Campus.
rick and Joe Pat Trevathan. The
freighter); Chastiaa (Onassis Yacht). Stamp/id (Cunard):
Miss Mary Ann Wolfson and Charlie Waldrop are
fill a field requirement under the
Miss Rezine Senter presented outstanding art award went to
Queen of Bermuda and Ocean Alcnarch (Furness Line):
old catalog or a humanities revalvdictorian and salutatorian respectively of the 1951 the twenty-three new members of Don Powers.
Italia (Home Lines), and Hanseatie (21zunburg Atlantic Line).
quirement
under
the
catalog.
new
graduating class of the Murray Training School,
Della Lambda Alpha, honorary
Ed Skinner, elementary educafraternity for freshman women. tion, and Mary Lou McReynolds,
Harry Sparks. education professor at Murray State Several departments presented secondary
education were selected
* ENDS TON1TE
College will be the commencement speaker at eight high awards. Julie England received the by the SNEA
to receive the outschools in this area.
award for the outstanding cub standing professional leadership
Anthony Quinn
awards.
- Ill John Miller and Roy Enoch re"SAVAGE INNOCENTS"
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
** * *
ceived the Tau Kappa Alpha meman COLOR
VARSITY: "Savage Innoc e n t s,"
NUNS FLEE CUBA-Happy to
bership award. Diane Elkins was
feature
108 minutes, starts at:
escape the new Cuban purge
presented with the Beta Beta Beta
of Roman Catholic clergy,
I 00, 3:04, 5:11, 7:18, and 9:25.
fiuntstanding biology student
v
1.
GREAT HISTORICAL Ili
these nuns smile as they araward. John Mayfield, Woodrow
m
rive in Miami, Fla., after fleew ar.r.•=4"=4 Dtrj•="4.1...
MURRAY DRIVE-IN: Sunday
'X= r•Wr
NOVEL
Wilson award receipient, was ining from Havana. Recent rethru Thursday "The Sins of Ratroduced by Dr. Edwin Larson,
ports indicated that Premier
chel Cade," feature 121 minutes,
English division.
Fidel Castro had made one of
starts at 7:55 and 10:43.
The new members of the Beta
his most serious moves against
CHAPTER 36
sornetinles I think and think so In the office of the Secretary of
THESE ARE THE "NEW BOHEMIANS"
Alpha chapter of Alpha Epsilon
churches and a mass exodus of
- A N'D NOW?" asked Jessica about it, and I cannot help my- War. 1, tor one, would not have
CAPITOL: -Ben-Hur," feat. 212
Nilo. professional radio and briepriests and nuns was expected.
rTh Prescott She was convex-s- self, I think how frightful, to him do otherwise. Did I do likesIarts at 7:30
ing with Laura Hazard and throw away a career, and a wise' No. Why?
General Quail in the Hazard's great honor, and a position for
"Perhaps my lifetime in obedroom at Willani's Hotel. Snow- his wife and child, all because ience held me fast Perhapa my
5
flakes were just disappearing 3o of an odd, unsanitary creature retirement next year beckons in
prosten
her seaLskin furs, for she had who lois hail a stroke of mis- the narne of peace and oraer.
Your
On
come indoors from the heavy fortune! What did Matthew see Perhaps futility wedded to heroAMUR FRED PRODUCTION
'Dovetail in Washington_
in him? Ott! it used to makeerne ism dues not seem to me an us"A.nd now." said Laura,"Mate so cross! I suppose I must not telligt:tra uniun. All these -,re
thew riaa taken Prescott with let it do so now."
evasions. He knew himself weld
For 3 years we have manu-No. Laura," said Jessica, enough to oe true to his nature.
him to be photographed down
...TODAY'S YOUNG REBELS!
factured and sold paints in
the street at Sarony and Maj- touching her arm urgently. -oh I did not-Look, The snow is
Calicway County. where you
or-4. It was the strangest thing. no, It is net the man alone that falling thicker. -I hope they will
the public can buy direct from
lie asked me early this morning concerns Matthew now-it is be mime soon. We must nave a
the manufacturer and save the
*or his small locker-trunk. something even larger-an indi- happy welcome awaiting them.
Something wnich be had not vidual man, yes, but even more, What must snow look like tor
wholesale and retailers profits.
opened for years, and wtuct I a principle is the matter here, the first Ume to an Infant boy?
50..1
Told to the
have never opened. It was down and oh, I. irfi, my darling, gruf- 1 can imagine no liner wonder
Req. $6.50
fabulous
In the basement here with our fer as you do, don't I beg of for such great, longing eyes."
OUTSIDE WHITE
other things.
The porters you, ever let it carry you to the
rhythms of
General Quait failed himself
just 13.25 gal.
brought it up, and Matthew point of saying to Matthew in his effort to change the subthe most
Long life, stays white, will not
found the key and opened the what you have just said to us! ject After a pause, looking inmodern jazz
alizter, easy to apply, drys
trunk, and sat on the floor a It is dreadfully important, I ward, he said in a remote voice,
aver
bag time looking at the things promise you!"
"I wonder whether Matthew
Jessica knew better than any- ever ead a chance to edecate
in the top tray. He made me
played!
130 INTERIOR ROOM
think of the time when I met one what Matthews decision aunsclf tor a day of sorrow. I
COLORS
hint Except that now he is ea bad cost hirn-ft Dad cost aim hope so. I do hope so."
Reg. $6.50
the Army. She saw ahead far
• • •
full of care.'
now only $3.50 gal.
"Has be slept any since the him what she r.a.d seen in other "WOrLD you like to look?"
New colors for e.cry sera
soldiers, old and yteung. who
other day?"
asked the photograoher.
w,i!: board,, wallpaper.
think not much, though he had for ematever reason left Mailing up Ms black cloth above
att...dpre
tries to remain quiet all night the serolce. They were clothed the opened accordion pleats of
.A
70%
for my sake. He remains too in the past brave and yet host his, box. Matthew bent over and
in the present SOrrie of them looked. twisting his head to
quiet, so I know he is awake.'
All Other Type Paints!
"Do you think he is sorry, worked Mightily to make their reconcile the image upside down
4111411111a411
Open Monday Friday II to S
now, Laura?" asked the gener- old ways serve them le the new, with now it must be seen right
* PLUS 2nd BIG FEATURE!
and more than one of them side up. The light from the skyaL
PLUCKED FROM CAPSULE-Astronaut Alan Shepard is shown In
"Oh, no, Uncle Alex. He has Lived out his life with a look of light was adver gray, and the
one of the neat dramatic moments of his historic space flight
told me many times that be dasguised wonder and tonging heavy flakes turning through it
as he is plucked from the capsule in which he had been riding
could not keep the medal, and if seamed into the very lines of made a quiet fall of a myriad
to a waiting helicopter. He was then taken to the deck of the
be cculd not keep the medal, his face.
Industrial Rd.
PI 3-3225
little shadows over the lens, and
carrier Lake Champlain and then to Grand Baharn.0
General Qualt tried, too, to seemed to put outside of
then, for the same reason, be
time
could not remain in the Army, help Laura.
the instant which was about to
-Having nothing is either be recorded.
and that to why he sent his
reeignation la the next day. temporary or relative, my dearIn the private dark tunnel of
est child. I am sere Matthew al- the
What is to become of us?"
camera, Matthew saw his
"Ile will know what to do," ready has plans."
-son Prescott, over a year old,
"Plans-of course. He talks
said Jfterica. "Do larusli about
sitting graveix upon a naa,eick
of our going out West"
the trunk,"
with a Turkey carpet thrown
"In the trunk, way down in"He is right There is an im- over it He wore
a gray broad(and that's the car more people are buying!) road tamers are responsible). Inspect the advantages of
side, he found a cap-an offi- mense future. He helped to cloth suit
with a tight jacket
the finely built Body by Fisher (none can match it in
cers cap, like the kind they Cairn it for all of us."
and a knee-lefigth kilt trimmed
The wish-l-had-a-Chevy season's here! Summer's in sight.
used to wear in the War-you
Chevrolet's field). Look over the full selection of models
"Itailmads, be has said. They in black braid. His stockings
Horizons are. brightening. Vacation plans are percolating.
awe them is si the pictures, are building railroads. There were black and his small boots
and compare the prices (18 Six and V8 Jet-smooth Chevies
ertgptied is at the front, arid will be towns. If we care about were buttoned
It's the most rewarding time of the year to stop by and
up to the ankle.
are priced below comparable competitive models?).•So
With a square visor."
having a fortune, he has no His head was lifted to watch
talk buy with .your Chevrolet dealer.•And why not do
The general and Jessica ex- doubt we can make one."
now you know why more people are buying Chevies than
the lens. Light dwelled meetly
more than jut talk? Take a Jet-smooth Chevy out on the
changed a smile, and Jessica
any other make. Just one other thing—check the sweet
'All that said the genera/ on his brushed hair, which had
Said, "We saw theta on the
road. That wonderfully gentle ride you'll feel is what we're
'I mourn losing him, but I a long wave over his wide clear
trade-in allowance your Chevrolet dealer can offer you
wakliers therruietees"
haven't a qe dm about the fu- brow.
so
proud of (Full Coil suspension and a chassisful of other
now. See how easy it is to blossom out in a new Chevrolet?
' Laura nodded, and continued.
ture for yea ail."
In his fisted hands he is'Id the
"Do you know where be got it?
Mewl ow a
, ,,nsamed
peon'
ipdvdtag .
N./el tell '31 1111odeil sm. I it.ffir• WhasIbes•
Lincoln
only
could
"If
against
his
he
given
cap
have
breast
a•Qm.
He maid tt was given to him
•
medal,
as
the
he
back
been
had
trit
fixed
do.
His
to
stayed
in
When hie was seven years old by
service!"
father
said
the
Laura.
looked
isolate.d,
for
an
Inazident Lincoln, and I never
"Ah, my dear." exclaimed her long moment, and saw both a
knew it before, but all his life
he has felt that his career, his uncle, "I do not think it could memorial and a pledge. ThPff, as
vennaission, everything, came have succeeded, fie would have If to break a spell, Matthew
from lancean. He said he al- been regarded during all tos stepped out frum under the
ways meant to keep it a secret, service as a crank. I am afraid cloth and nodded With a scowl.
his
as king as he was a soldier. But I know surnetter.g about that ft The photographer took
DOW that he is no longer a is a lively destiny, perhaas, but place, made one more adjustsoldier, there Is no point to not a ccmfortable one. Cranks ment of the focus, and them inkeeping it a secret, and he told make their way with a geeat serting his boxed piath, lifted
use the story. Now the cap haa deal of difficulty It was only his hand beside his smile to ento go to Prescott, and he wants my inherent superiority of mind liven hia subject and hold it
Prescott to knew ateitat g when whieh forced the ce eesional still.
"Thet's my dandy boy," said
he grows op. So they have gone recognition of my
to Barony's to have a picture
"Matthew's great ,1 eaay is the photographer, fixing eterntaken with the cap. Oh, how a different one. I sh
i rijl it ity in the instant. He pressed
eauki everything go to ruin tie geedness untre..r of 11. it It the bulb. The picture was a success.
fast? What are we grans to de? is the greatest v.a.
We have nothing. When I won- but It takee mere thee i
New and then, in later years,
der out loud, he tells me to re- tiree ter it to be tfieetive. New" when Matthew Hazard looked
member the Preseotta." She -he raised Ma lager like a iee- at it, he knew again something
turned to Jewica "Ile tells me tut or -"the qiicee.
h,
".,.r of the feeling that bad brought
to remember how you and the Matthew s retiree-tie .n of the It to he, and this in turn made
colonel had neAti:ng, either, Arley is an act A cas.onet y a images and soundie all brought
when you started."
moral position, or en the other together MT the son whom he
"Noe did we, Except that we hand, merely by an act of per- hoped to give to the Army. Wilp
The Irnpa,'A Alterable and tAs new Correac-fuo of
'models awaiting your pleasure at your (Asteroid dsaisr's
had each other, and that is sonal loyalty, is, finally, irrele- such a blessing as had been Mae,
everything"
vant to this dia assion WI at own, in the peageesion of the
"Oh, yes, oh yes," cried figuras is L,h,at the 1S..511k, was r1,•- Lincoln cap, and in such a heart
Laura. "We are the same. I termired long ago. The very for the soldiers life as would
know that, we have each other, nature which won for us in be his until he died, no matter
there is no question of our net Mexico must, given the,ge.ens, where that life might take him.
facing everything together. Hut as I say, have done what it did
TIIE END
MURRAY, KY.
-- HAZEL HIGHWAY
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J-U CHEMISTS

The climate couldn't be
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JET-SMOOTH CHEVROLET

See the new Chevrolets at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's One-Stop Shopping
Center
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NOT THE MOST,
THOUGH

PAUE TRW'!"

NOW FOR THE FIRST
TIME -GALLON SIZE

SWIFT'S PREMIUM PROTEN

a

FIRST earth orbit,
Sputnik 1, startled
World Oct. 4, 1937.

FIRST animal In space, the dog talks, ortitted
in Sy,utalk U on Nov. S. 1937. Lalka didn't
made it back lie. earth, but Mo.! famous.

FIRST sun sate'.
lite, Limn( I. was
on Jan. 2, 1959.

FIRST satellite to hit the
moon was Lunlk II, which
Russia reported Oct. 4, 1939.

-war
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.ansd to
arItIC
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ird);
ine);
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Chuck Roast 3191%49
109F.
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SWIFT'S

PURE

SUGAR-CURED

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

50-1b.
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FIRST photo of the far ski.. of
moon, Lunik UI, Oct. 4. 1959.

SOVIET SPACE 'FIRSTS'-Here are the Soviet "firsts" In the
space race, in addition to their first launching from orbit,
when a Venus Probe was launched (ruin an orbiting satellite Feb. 12, 1961. These "firsts" are spectacular, but they
e.o not add up to the most. The U.S. has the most: FIRST
usa of solar power cells, FIRST voice from space. FIRST
lnicrpl.inetclry exploration via signals from 22.5 million miles
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ACROSS
1-Algonquian
Indian
4-Reduce to
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13-Fuss
13-Singin4 voice
14-Dolphin like
ceMtwan
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le-Cu:air meter
!tr. Want8
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Iculloq )
23-1tol in
NI Marra.
net,,
20-Seed
coatings
37-4,lrl's name
25-4:ieek letter
31-Breakfaat
food
33-61shes from
moving In.at
3S-Coninass
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36-Afternoon
party
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A heavy soil with a teaspoon of
commercial fertilizer gar too much)
place .1 on top has brought disasterous results to more than one
plant. Water your plants periodically rather with water in . which
some well rotted manure has been
placed. Water in which egg shell;
have soaked is also good.
A good healthy plant has little
disease hut should plants develop
lice, a good sudsing with mild
soap suds or better yet, wash g
with water in which tobacco stalks
have soaked, will rid the plants
the::e pests. A good washing or

•

$10.00
Choice ed 4
D•corator-Stykd Colon
Down
ANteweete Itbr Yew Oki Typeweller

lAY

•

Wise clime*.
5[y SET TARNIVOR ow tyass
lorsd.ngs
end .nd•nlatons.

Take up to 2 YEARS TO PAY

Office Supply Dept.
Ledger & Times
PL

•

3-1916

CORN 2for 35c JELLO 3 for 25c
can

29c OLIVES

can

33( WAFFERS

DEL MONTE TOMATO - 14-oz.
- 2-Lbs. -

39c

SUNSHINE VANILLA - 1-1b.

CRACKERS
CATSUP

29c

DEL MONTE - 1-lb.

19( COFFEE

59c

1.09
IT'S COOK-OUT TIME OF THE YEAR AGAIN . . . .

CHARKETTES
CHARCOAL LIGHTER

'BY FORCE' -Secretary of
State Dean Rusk, in Oslo,
Norway, for a NATO ministerial conference, declares
at the Allies must stand
r dy "to defend our free'
do
by force It necessary."

13th Anniversary Sale

QUART

59°
29C

CAKE MirDHEIVTIEJS 29

c

YELLOW
O
LO
DW
FOOD

- Lge. Size -

CHOCOLATE

59

2.
:49

BAKER'S GERMAN SWEET ---

VAN
PRODUCE

Saturday, May 6 thru Saturday, May 13
$1.00 - SURPRISE PACKAGF. - $1.00
7 Records, ineltidine• Jackie Wilson's four
latest hits. While they last!

15r'', OFF

BANANAS
lb I Ir
TOMATOES_ _ tube lir
BEANS Pole - - - lb I5e
ESCAROLES
Igt
ASPARAGUS_ _ lb 29e
10t
Efifi PLANT
CABBAGE
lb. 5`
CORN_ _ 3
19`
t
SQUASH
2 lbs. 25
ire

All Pop Records

88t tax incl.

45 EP'S
All Extended Play Reeords

98t tax incl.

WO

SHEET MUSIC
Special Selection

10-LB BAG

DUNCAN HINES

STORE WIDE!!

5 for $1.00

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER
1411 Main St.

NIBLET

RITZ - 1 -lb.

45 RPM'S

issretssion cos.
rixs. Dim. nova

BRILLO

2 49c SOAP PADS 10(

Peaches

MILK

*
-DOOR PRIZES-

AUTOMATIC If.
PEAT ACTIONS d
swat Wm sod sr
dedm• Wry.
TOUCH SELECTOR
I., etmt Meta yes
kW tom wry 11.1
W

lb

7 21 -0Z. JAR

STUDENTS MODEL GUITARS

A Nips. Expirrisnce hi Typing!

ROSEDALE SPICED - No. 21 can
- King Size -

EAGLE BRAND

LP ALBUMS
Long play Mono or Stereo Record Savings!
lit Record at Reg. Price - 2nd at 1 2 Price

POINT. TYPING wile Portal* Cosewasecia
Electric power does the weak, you Just
touch the keys' fiegers float swiftly,
111100thly over the keys ...each character
prints with the same sharp uniformity.
Amazingly compact and easy to carry!

lb

FRESH, GROUND

Hoiada4e

SAVE $70.00 ... . on a Columbia Stereo,
Hi-Fi, 6-Speaker Console!!

All the
Most Wanted
Features!

Butt

249b 39 89
HAMBURGER 29(

4W

This material may be small
stones, slag, broken dishes or piece,
of an earthen pot. A good rich •
loamy soil may be obtained from
the grolind under a wood pile
some soil containing sae!l rotte.:
mantle from the barn lot, soil
from the woods, or humus from
the twosite pile.

.."-"..
24

or

$2.79

We recommend that a plant
needs good food to grow without
wet feet. Good drainage can be
accomplished by mixing sand with
the dirt and placing drainage material in the bottom of tbe -plant
container.

44-Perlod of
fasting
43-Cover
sn.ilolf mound
SI - I•lace

;.

1-Mournful
2-Fruit drink
3-Piot
4-11.-avy staff
6-Warning
device
4-Brook

spraying of lukewarm water regularly helps all plants.
Foliage plants require less sun
than blooming plants and usually
require less care. 'Indeed a foliage
plant in a large picture window
facing west may sunburn.

It may take a little know-how
rather than the proverbial green
thumb to have houseplants that
are things of beauty.

MOMMOSI WOUUMO
GIOGIOCI Caanoci

;2:::23

44

House Plants
Need Tender
Loving Care

mamma- ammom

44 -In a row

3

FIRST man, Maj. Yuri
Gagarin, April 12, 1961.

out, FIRST weather satellite and cloud cover photos, FIRST
navigational satellite, FIRST missile warning satellite,
FIRST launching of two satellites with one rocket, FIRST
passive conuntuucations satellite, FIRST active communications satealte, FIRST retrieval of unoccupied spacecraft
from orbit. FIRST surveillance satellite, FIRST astronomical satellite. Maybe the first chimpanzee in space, too.

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

'-'-'

DOWN

III MI

7-Jump
11-Genus of
moths
11-1•oker etak•
10-Told
falsehood
11-Vehicles
17-Goes In
11-Story
21 -Moccasins
14-War god
24-Intl of
Latvian
currency
24-Petty ruler
25-Gratifying
29-Shut noisily
30- I loc t riflea
32-Meadow
34 - MaIl•P name
37-Take for
granted
39-Snares

31

pronoun
63-Above and
toil. Allis
53-Foretoken
L4-11torn
SS-Cut•
51-Nuisance
67-Obtain
•

FIRST retrieval of animals from space orbit. Spacecraft U. Aug. 19, 1960. Two dogs wade the tour.

Whole

Shank

25-lb.

nn

PLaza 3-3682

5-Lb. Bag .

GRAPEFRUIT

29

ea

& BEANS
SWEET PICKLES
I

l

ROSEDALE - - - - Quart

29°
29°

BARBECUED

PORK
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE
COOKIES
-

KELLY'S

can

DEL
MONTE - No. 2

can

FLAVOR-KIST AP'LF TURNOVER - 1-lb.

39°
29°
,9e

Birdseye Frozen

Jewel Frozen

ORANGE JUICE
19t

MEAT POT PIES
I 9`

JOHN
SON
S
GROCERY
• 15" 3-tvict 15*-L-

LEIMER & TIMF.S — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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..ce Hill, Sophomore,

49,./
9
47
1
fferiew'

Wins May Queen' Title

•

alinosphere of the "beat generatan" with its coffee pad. Sigma '
Sigma S.gma. brought memories
.,f the roaring twenties to the,
present day with a speak-easy.
1
•
. Thursday, May 11
•%„ ,ki. at 1.30 pan.
So..fths and games of chance'
T h e SiftriCoan
Hhmemakeri.vere set up in the ballroom
t.,ub ss.11
at. the home of
romplete Me carnival. The booths
Freeman snows West
Jr. Henry
EXPANDED FOOD DISTRIBUTION—Ag-ncualue Secretary Orvmlie L
.vere the French can-can. fargo
Saturday, May 13th USDA-donated
s•rec., at 7
Virginia's Gov. William W. Barron irighti a display in Washington of
:acne. dice table, ball and square.
&stressed areas.
is' .uivai Spring Dance will
food wlucb will be available for the needy jobless in
;Arne. cake tva.k. portrait ts,...th. ;
a: the Calloway Country
.la..k-jack table, wheel of
Friday. May 12
• Iron: 9:00 to 1:00 o'clock.
-sing booth, and a.fortune teller.' The study group if the
Get. t:•,:r: c Z. =
WSCS
Deach and his orchestra
an
-eluca- :f tie First Meth a::: Church will!
.'.irri.sa
the
music.
tan
represented Pi Kappa uieet in the social hall at 10 a.m.,
Alpha in the quevn contest. She
study the b•)iik. "The Family
is an ROTC battle group spon r. it -J•.n W,s'ev ' A potluck
P. Kappa Alpha's "Dream Girl."
Monday, May 15
and was a candidate for the 1961
Homemakers Club
• • 4 4 •
S: -td Queen."
•
.111 Mrs. Vernon Moody
The N
Murri.y Homemakers
er c..bin on Kentucky Lake
tO a ::
Mrs. H. E.
We have installed our own ICA Beef buyers in the heart of the corn belt to !
Other
candidates for -May
a In.
•
personally select every steer shipped to your IGA Market. Because of the re3id
tre:
Fran P.:1, ,n, a junior fi•.rn I Ai
:Ad. titi . repr...senting
,.
requirements for Tabteliiiie beet orly three ouTOI"ever-Y ten steers wilf-Pasi this in- I
•
Charles.
0:1-',r
J.. 1-loyd
spection for quality. That's why we say TableRite Beef ,:...
FOOT TROUBLE?
S.gma Alpha: Jan.ce Chiiry. a
a
Durham,
tei ,11 'oar
Are in the few. No
'reshman tr.m Murray. represent- N C .
We... Is
hIna.
Sigma Sigma
RIAA-MED-RITE
,BOUGHTRIT?
fert lair, daily sith
rig Woos Ila:1: Char!ene
itnga
frim 5..
•stu..ti,
itet
I
for r-I:rf of thr at hoar..
.
n. a .s.- ph-mire fr-in G,•lc•mda,
niing Alpha Tau
tar, ii,,,11114.11i.. (taro. athlete's
. 'representing Alpha Gamma ,),iiegra,
SaeVen l'aize, a freshtoo.
'mar lac hash If not
./:%s. 11111 If.. Till) lk al Holland
Rh,..
mit .n
mu Bari.e.v, representing
TABLE RITE CHOICE GRADE
Sandra P,Ahank. a soph•lmore S:gma A:plia Iota.

Social Calendar

•

sisii;s4k

TABLE I,.,. . ,„

•

2

Ii
rR

ALL DAY FRI. & SAT.

CHUCK

TriE Q.„EEN ...As MSC•s first
May Queen,"
a touquet c, r:ses from Pres.dent S,d Easley of
Tre ,c-esentatH:n was a highl,ght of the

S.
•

Y 1---"•:0', Student
;
•-• r.,,w be turned
• • •cr..3 packages
of the

S

.a

A.;•.

TABLE-RITE 100% PURE

GROUND

r.res

••••

two sidesor,
cri ...led the
—

SUPE

QUALITY

"nla

PO

BY

PIPING

HOT

THE SACK

lb

TABLE-RITE CHOICE GRADE

ARM

QUANTITY

:,SERIFS

A

AND

EM.1

FULL!!

Big Boy,Hvbrid
Tomato Plants
PLANTS IN

BUY

, TABLE-RITE

e,*

TRUE EL RPEES

7. N".
. STOCKY

45,9,3 Hot
ROAST
Dog
s
;BEEF 2i 89c
•
C
BACON
59
•
ROAST lb. 55c

farm Ito1112

Sedalia, Ky.

WIN

A....

*rr,

A BIG, BOLD, briliantly colr,red silk s•-•arf is draped
aroun..1 the neck of th-s gray wool sheath dress.

FREE - WESTINGHOUSE

ST1 1..1sH expressionism Is
portrayed by a sat= cravat.

SEWING MACHINE

ly

As% r-r

-

-7
.ii
„,4..

SUSAN BARDEN
DESTINED to arli & new
perspective to fashirfi's
dazzling comblnat.ons of pure,
fresh color, zestful brush
Strokes and simpt:Led firms
b le n d In this collection of
scarves translated rii„ht from
moderri art exh,bits.
New in approach and technique, these designs reach out
with ur.precert‘mted
to convert the costume
an exhilarat.r.g montage a

- —-

rrotlon and color. Spai-kring•
with vitality, these handsome
a(c.-ssories bring a per.ionzil
en.utional approach to the
art of fashion expressionism.

•

Another design is done on
silk satin and is sugge,tive of
the pictures of Phillip Glistun.
It gives the startling effect of
paint trickled and flung on
canvas.

Register each

time )uu

The machine will Ix

Ahetraet Motif
It. presenting the Absfrac- ImpreasionIst School
one scarf is don.. aft. r
The big silk square Is taken
tli••
nt de Koon.ni.;
from the Impressionist School
•ic f-Ilows 1.:s
c of of paint.ng and is sho...n tied
rowl-fashion over Use shoulders.

make a

g:vcn away

purchase.

-

•
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DRIP of REGULAR
2-LB. CAN

- ' 1.--
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-2-- CN
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ItAdy-1.
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Beginning

of MURRAY

CIIARMIN TOILET

PRODUCE

TISSUE _ _ _ _ 4 .Rolls 29
Full
IIITE CORN
OIL --- 49'•
6 39c
CIIFERR- 29c
LETTUCE
PEANUT BUTTER __89e
•
25c
APPLE TURN-OVERS 39'
GRAPEFRUIT
89c
4 25` 110SE _ _ _
NEW TEXAS

i.
,i
.nr.'-Viri
/
., 1.
t
• v
r
'
;""f.ef
i :t

THE

NATO JUICE--- 25'
is

Saturday,May 13
L

$1.15

vrr

........

EARS

.......

S ', •

f.4

.1

FRESH CRISPY

o od. its'? 4
11
- • fr' *)f- ').,;t:.

.

i• l
'
t 4.t - jig;
'
r V'
,,..,
:4
0
4
17,t,
4
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WASHING POWDER

SI 7.4.

SHEDD'S - 3-lb. Jar

...EL; •
i
,eir
*

.1* 4
;
j
vit ;11.-.111;
,

r

f$ ;•,,

24

irr

---- , t•

Size

FLAVOR-KIST COOKIES. I -lb. Box

ill Be

-

PINK

SHIRLEY GAY ND-LON

r
•

SED

51

Gag:.

PRS.

•

Each Saturday at 12:00
O'clock

i'vf•

CAREFULLY ARRANT:II) fit I I

I -;

.•

C'entis
m 10!.e.k. give

REMEMBER!! GET YOUR FREE AUTUMN GOLD DISHES
AT YOUR 1GA FOODLINER, NOW ON DISPLAY. COME
IN AND GET THE DETAILS.

KAVANAUGH'S C)FOOLLINER •
•

Ti

•

8 o'clock next Wednesday night,
May 17.
The String Orchestra, conducted
by Prof. David J. Gowans, will
play three selections: "A Little
Night Music" by Mozart, Double
Concerto in D-Minor by Bach, and
Benjamin Britten's "Simple Symphony."
Violin soloists for the Bach number will be Barbara Bobo, freshman from Nashville, Tenn., and
The Murray State Orchestra and
Iran Acton, freshman from LOMBString Orchestra will present a vine.
combined concert in the recital
The full orchestra, under the
hall of the Fine Arts Building atdirection of Prof. Richard W. Far-

Orchestras
Merge Taleni
For Recital

•
I

Welch has charged that these, •
two men are tools of the
Communist underground.

Cob G. Parker William J. Grede
Said Sen. Barry Goldwater,
John Birch Soelety lists these na members. Parker
. "If they (members
It-Aria
Manufaes
of
Association
National
sand (irede are former
push this to am
Congress)
of
are
they
which
of
hoard,
torers presidentie. But the NAM
there will heal
Investigation,
condemning
resolution
a
Imembera, unardmoualy approved
lot of embarrassed people'.
organization that questions tho loyalty and Lategs
°AIRY
on Capitol HIM
rity of Freaident Llsenhower."
news
of the somewhat
Whom
sentinel
poore
are
FRONT, AND RIGHT OF CENTER—TTere
president,
society's
The
revolving.
been
has
secret. ultra-conservative John Birch Society
candy manufacturer, Is going about the counRobert Welch, CI, retired Belmont, Mass.,
Communist slogan, castling for impeachment of
try speechifying, calling "civil rights" a
etc. But you don't hear much, if anything,
NATO,
of
end
Warren,
Earl
Justice
Chief
Quite a few members of Congress have
shout who the society's tndividtial members are.
have been Calling for Sin isivestigaLion.
So=
and
con.
and
pro
mail
of
lot
been getting a

SAT.

•

Training In
Music Adds
Much To Life

la •

•

when such an ntAitude is met, it
is usually due to lack of information on matters of education, or
it is the result of former unsatisfactory experiences.
Most people don't appreciate the
truly classical music'. one reason
is because they have always heard
more of other k:ricts of -music such
as, folk .-aluisies.baliacia polka's etc.
They are all good but to go back
to the background of it all and we
Lnd some form of classical music.
What most people don't undertaand
and can't seem to understand is
why their children that are taking
some form of music, have to begin
by learning classical music.

is, by first learning classical music, and then as time goes on they
can play 'Hymns and Popular music much better. In other words
classical music is the background
of all good music.
By listening to good music we
can relax better, or work better
for it- seems to- soothe the nerves.
Most people like to hear the different types of music, which is
good. Whatever mood a person is
in then can make them enjoy the
different types of music.

The human interest in music is
alkitid as the race, and the use of
'Fits a recreative and stimulative,
as well as a soothing agent, anteMusical training has extraorddates history. The Chinese. Hininay educational value, but so
dus, and other Oriental peoples
long as we are interested in music
long ago recognised its influence
as an accomplishment only, and
on the mind and on human conso
long as the motivating power
when
themselves,
children,
Most
far
so
went
and
Confucius
duct,
is the wish
as to claim that he could tell whe- they first start lessions want to behind musical study
we shall never
ther nor not a nation was well learn how to play Hymns and Pop- to impress others,
governed merely by hearing its ular music right at first. The fact realize its greatest value.
music.
aalusic is growing to be one of
f'he strongest forces of our society,
and as a people, we enjoy and
encourage it. The shelves of our
libraries are heavy with books
about music and musical training.
pleas far the propagation of good
music. learned discussions of masterpieces and theories, popular trcatests on music-appreciation, expositions of methods, and analyses of
music, scientific, spiritual and ar"Laic.
During the past decade the floodgates seem to have been opened
and music of varying degrres of
worth has deluged the public.
Some of us have ahaorbed the good
and the beautiful: some the unbeautiful; and many of us are
wondering how this great force is
that it is toward the children that
our efforts must be directed. but
..a
Ake minds of most of us are not
who
Nruite clear as to how music may
SEIZED IN ALGIERS COUP—Foreign Legion paratroopers
their Algerian coup,
best contirhute to the development
' supported a group of French generals in
Morin
of our children.
seised the official residence of Delegate General Jehn
President
(left) and placed him under arrest. Morin is French
In these days_ may everyone
in Algeria,
. Charles de Gaulle's chief civilian representative
believes in some kind _of musical
Ferdinand
who had just taken his post. Also jailed was Gen.
training. though oecaaionally one
Gambles (right), the French military commander in Algeria.
does find a parent who thinks it
a useless w isle of lime. However,

•

,9c
, ,
9
•

KEEPING CLEAN
NEW YORK (UPD — You let 30 to
60 gallons of water go down the
drain each time you shower, the
National Water Institute reports

Charles E. Hale

VOTE FOR

*

LOIN
C 7-RIB
CUT
END
Lb.
Lb.
PORK LOINS
330
PORK CHOPS

MU-TO MAKE
DISHES AT A
BIG SAVINGS!
jgep.Edgar Hiestand
1L-Calif.

•

The Tax Commissioners
Office Needs A
Change!

PORK LOIN ROAST

•

14CK
t/

rell will play the second half of
the program, beginning with Prokofieff's "Lieutenant Kiji Suite."
Prof. Gowans will play the solo
part in the third movement of the
Concerto in B-Flat Major for Bassoon and Orchestra by J. C. Bach.
The program will be concluded
with Tschalkowsky's Symphony
No. 6 ("Pathetique").

A&P FEATURES MORE VALUES FOR MOM!!
SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

•

HOT
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WE HAVE IT!
tE1MONA RC

PORTABLE BY

•

9e

REMINGTON
Gives You 12 EXTRA FEATURES
portable under $10011
oever before assembki on any

•

OUR PRICE
ONLY

•

see Greene Wilson
at Ledger & Times
,Office Supply Department

•

•

Dial PLaza 3-1916

1. SINGLE KEY SETS COLUMNS
ili INDENTS!
2. 2-COLOR RIBBON a STENCIL
CONTROL!
3. ERASURE TARE ON CYLINDERS
4. REMOVABLE TOP COVER I
& CALIBRATED SCALE 09 PAPER
BAIL!
G. C.AUBRATED PAM TABU!
7. CARD & MUTING toiE SCALE1
8. ADJUSTABLE PAPER EDGE GUN!
9. VARIABLE UNE SPACER!
10. CAss'•
...A tit CENTERING LOW
11. TOUCH REGUtATORI
12. LIGHTER WEIGHT!

10-0z
Pks.

1.00
Fish Sticks:ent...3
1.00
Fish Portions._ 3
37c
Perch Fil1et=7.-.
()-- 59c
Scallops___ _ Pk.
.
10-Os
2 1P0ICO9 95c
Haddock=
10. Oz.
Pkgs.
Pk g.

Bacon Sale!

Whole

Lb

Thin Slteed

2P.

TIsk.k

°
99

Give Yow Budget a COFFEE Break!

gatel

IND AND WALOW

•••••••1•••••jeag age

4459: Frying Chickens G:2°91 Lb. 25c

ALLGOppy

Super Right
Super Fight

4L6 - -"PL-b 3Qc

C s .i,•i's•i;e`gevc;t
Duckling

'

EightO'Clock

tu. 290
Lh.19

WU
(

Cherries"P-fted
Crackers
Luncheon Meat
Sweet Pickle Slices
Cake Mixes
Sauerkraut
Salad Dressing

(

Egi•99

3

)

awes

49'
sir

(2Pkgs.
cotti
S
es Fireball
of 400

)2 25c
PluJe.

at 21X)

•
,„
Cut-Rrte -.1""""49`--Roll

Karo Syrup Dz.__
Mazola Oil
Bosco Milk
Nu-Soft Rinse
Niagara Starch 2
Gloss Starch
Corn Starch
4
Tissue

24
Bottle

Made "Olt%

Quart

Pure Cora 011

Bottle

•••••• /0•0.0.•

SCOTT TISSUE
.

Soft Weve

2

Rolls

27*

69g

7
"

Box

3

•

SoPeb

Boxes

save )
Ea.

Jane
Parker

49'

k ick

lane
Parker
Fudge._
i es Date
F iciff
e

Cookies(
Cake
Bread
Save
New

2
2

Pkgs.
77-0z.
Cana

Chart
Jae

Wisconsin
(
Cheddar

..Es,,m.
r„

Senerriald

841letetk.

Crease var...

Jan me

-MELLOWMOOD NYLONS

for Mothers Day! pr"
CES

k7

I

IM1UXE SHEER

30c

Spaghetti
Dinner

49*

"j3.

••••••••

'IlLraft Owes, 41 11-04i. A

24-0x.

KRAFT

39c 2
41g —

49'

—
Lls.

SweetiCnairso

Miracle Whip
SALAD

Off
EvEKT
110X

I.

SO Guage-48 Dewier)
Illtz/ hit 81, 11 Fora Fssosseassl
With Sete ilean1

2

sotp ONLY kit Aar,

"55

99

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THEW SATURDO.T, MIST 13

Boxes
1-t_b.
Boxes

Roll•

29c
17c
NAINONS

53*

tores

AMERICA'S DEPINDABLi I OD MERCHANT SIM IIIS9

WHITE OR COlOR
R°1'.

DIE GREAT All.AMIC S PPCPC TEA 1 COMPAPTY;

tood
Scotkins

1 35*
2:::

4

69*
)27* Butter
67,
...33* Blue Cheese
9
A
29* Spredus

(111113

Itallas._......... Loaf

Scott Tissue

4

370
69g
290
43g

Cherry Pie iqi Mild Cheese

Jar

12-0x.

100

Cana

Strte.

Diarrean Hines Early

Quart

45(

52 Oz.

12 Oz,
Jar

Dailey Pollak

Itariericas. Racy bec ES— ....—

Jar

Pint

59
19

1-Lb.

Artatc'crut
Pak
4

J-

Whets

Log.
Waldorf °

230

14-0a,
Gass

Pitied ...................-.

Right.

BAG

1O

(t

Bananas
Tomatoes VineRip.
Pole Beans=
Watermelons 52`)
Sour

Obo

450

Center n59
Cuts...

Fiurstts
c

MAIM=-

Pk Sliced

WHOLE

LoRiibnHHacalff,,b..3499oc

I "Scott Towels
WHITE OR COE/OR

2

Pk"

41*
,

i

AP SEEDLESS
Raisins

1"pkg.z. 234

*

,
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Its
°me Run To
Win For Tigers

(Continued from Page

4111t.• 10

tions subcommittee showed that
:some union members did not work
at top speed so they could force
contractors to pay overtime to
finish a project on time. The premium rates sometimes resulted in
electricians and plumbers making salaries • of $500 a week or

:

al.

•

&Soto s

* aa.
•
:
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Lefthanders Snarl Up
National League Race

Freshman hurlerDon Faughii
clouted a three run homer in the
By MILTON RICH MAN
,Ik,,
,, : sixth inning to pull Murray High
tailed Pm,. lettertmtional
Leave it to a carload of left•, 1 •
:1 into the lead as the Tigers downed
Haggerty claimed the hearings
Benton 10-8 in district play here handers like Johnny Podres, Mike
were •'one-sided" because they did
esterday.
..
-a s
• not spotlight any missile base
The opening game at the College
where good labor relations prefield saw College High School
vailed. He said inefficient manageblast Calloway High 11-4 after
ment and ever-changing designi
spotting the Lakers three runs in
slowed down the program more
the first inning.
than work stoppages.
North Marshall, which drew a
But Haggerty said the building
bye in the opening round, will
trades unions probably would go
al,ing with an'. plan recommendface College High's Colts at 2:30
ed by President Kennedy to speed
this afternoon at the college field.
.,p the space program.
One hour later, South Marshall
He said a major difficulty had
will be going againstMurray High
:wen the government's failure to
at the high school field.
sommunicate a "sense of urgency"
After being delayed two days
to the workers.
by inclement weather and wet
grounds, the tourney opened yesPERFECT 300 GAME-Alvin
terday.. with Calloway High runJohnny Pokes
(Bud) Horn, 23, pro bowler
ning across three runs in the first
Dodgers
from West Los Angeles, 13
inning. But College High swept McCormick
a n d Bill Henry to
the first bowler to roll a perinto the lead behind the big bat
lo United Prelim latemational
cause a three-way traffic jam that
fect 300 game in the ABC
SAIGON, South Viet Nam )UPSiif Jerry Grogan and powered in
now has the National League race
Master's Tourney. Horn postVice President Lyndon B. Johnson
runs
five
in
the
third
inning
&id
ed his 300 in the fourth game
all snarled up.
arrived in Communist-threatened
four
more
in
the
fourth.
of his second qualifying
These three southpaws have
Viet Nam tonight with a vow that
The Lakers managed to tally
block at Cobo Hall in Deproduced a real fender-bender up
the United States "is willing to do
only
third,
once,
the
in
tit
after
troit. He rolled 1,648 for the
front where the league-leading
anything" for peace.
big start. The Colts added single
eight games.
San Francisco Giant s, secondBut, he added, the Communists
runs in both the fifth and sixth
place Cincinnati Reds find themmust understand that America
innings of play. Larry Watson had
selves bumper to bumper only 15
not going to be bullied and is n! •
two for three for Calloway.
Peterson Signs Contract
games apart.
bullying anybody"
Benton and Murray High were
Let's take Podres first because
He said hopes for peace can bi: To Play Pro Basketball
tied 1-1 at the end of the first
he looks like the ring-leader with
hurt -when you tuck in_your tail." With New Chicago Majors
and both went scoreless in the
a 5-0 record.
second. The Indians picked up
Fourth Straight Victory
ATLANTA TIT - Georgia Tech
Ken Peterson, a senor member three in the third while the Tigers
He pitched the Dodgers to their
President Dr. Edwin B. Harrison of this year's Murray State
4-3
for
got
edge.
two
a
only
basketfourth straight victory Wednesday
announced today that three Ne- ball team, recently
Murray High broke on top for
signed a pronight with a five-hitter that beat
groes had tentatively been accept- , fessional contract
fifth
time
first
the
the
with
in
with the Chicathe Philadelphia Phillies. 6-0. Ron
ed for admittance to the school's , go Majors.
three tallies for a 6-5 margin.
Fairly also helped send the Phils
fall quarter starting Sept. 18.
Benton came back for three in the
down to their ninth straight defeat
Peterson, a 6'115" center from sixth and appeared to be
by driving in four runs with a
BOSTON WE - The state Ex- Chicago, signed with the Majors ping up the win. Then came
homer and a triple.
for
unanimous
$5,000. The team is a member! Faughn's round tripper with two
ecutive Council
ly
McCormick did his share, too.
granted a $70.50 license to the of the newly formed American , aboard.
He pitched a three-hitter for
parents of President Kennedy to- Basketball Association.
Frizzell and Woolfolk each had
San Francisco, struck out 10 and
The contract signed by Peterson two hits in three trips to the plate
day to use slate-owned tidewater
rapped loser Bob Friend for a
land at Hyannis harbor for ex- is a one-year option contract tar Benton. No Murray player
two-run single in a 3-0 victory
tension of a pier, presumably to which means, in part, that the managed more than a lone hit.
over the Pittsburgh Pirates. Mcpermit mooring of the Presiden- Majors can sign him for another College High ..005 411 0-11 8 2
Cormick, now 3-1,h
ltept the
year at the same salary if he Callely. ay
: 301 000
4 32
tial yacht Honey Fitz.
Giants a game in front of the
proves satisfactory in his first
menacing Dodgers.
WASHINGTON CPT - An Air. year of play.
103 013 0- 8 8 2
Benton
Unlike Podres and McCormick,
034
,'Pete,"
102
x-10
Murray
held
bomber
as he is called by the
6 5 Henry
has
a susForce B58
wasn't the winning pitcher
tained speed of 1.302 miles an students of Murray, has turned in
in Cincinnati's 3-2 decision over
hour for 30 minutes and 45 sec- some fine performances while on
St. Louis, but he certainly nailed
onds over a 669.4-mile distance to the Racer hardwood. Although he 750 Expected June 6-8
claim a new closed-course speed was mainly awed in reserve he • For State FHA Meeting
record, it was announced today. , was usually at his best against
The flight was made Wednesday tough opponents.
by a 65th Bomb Squadron crew 1 Perhaps his most creditable job
The Future Homemakers of
from Carswell Air Force Base,! was during the 1958-59 season America's state meeting here June
1when he held Bailey Howell, then 8-11 is expected to draw 750 highFort Worth, Tex.
lof Mississippi State to 14 points school girls.
This was far below Howell's averMiss Mary Belle Vaughn, state
NOW YOU KNOW
age at the time.
assistant director of home econo"I was very surprised and pleas- mics education, was on campus
By United Press International
ed
," remarked Petet- two days last week making plans
•
The troubadours. the traveling sun, "I do hope that I can
NATIONAL LEAGUE
prove for the convention. She conferred
singers of the Middle Ages, did , myself worthy of
••• 1.. P,( G.B.
their con- Will economic teachers in this Team
not accompany themselves on a fidence,"
San Francisco
15 8 .652
area and the MSC staff.
musical instrument They left this
16 11 .593 1
Peterson will report to the MaThe guest speaker at the meet- Los Angeles
function to the.r servants.
Cincinnati
jors , rn orne in September.
14 10 .583 15
• ing w.':
Governor Bert Combs.
Pittsburgh
12 10 .545 25
s
•''
Milwaukee '
10 10 .500 31
St. Louis
10 11 .476 4
Chicago
9 14 .391 6
Philadelphia .
6 18 .250 95
Wednesday's Results
Isis Angeles 6 Phila, 0, night
San Fran, 3 Pittsburgh 0, night
Cincinnati 3 St. Louis 2, night
Milwaukee 3 Chicago 2, night
• . v.
1114
:10
1
:
4
• 111
Today's Games
No games scheduled.
lee
Friday's Night Games
St. Louis at Philadelphia
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Chicago at Los Angeles
AMilwaukee at San Francisco

Late News Briefs

•

sasisiollk

THIS ADDS UP TO $11.9 SILLION-The largest money authonzation bill ever introduced in Congress atars these
three:
Rep. Carl 'Vinson, epons•sr of the bill and chairman of
the
House Armed Services Committee which is holding hearings
on it, the Polaris missile and the Polaris-firing nuclear
submarine, The $11.9 billion bill calls for 10 more totasile subs
Which, if built, would make that fleet 29 strong. It
also
calls for $5.1 billion for aircraft.

1
t

Man In Space

llurray Hospital I
ag
si
65
17
5
0
ss 0

Ina red capsule there,
, It was fired through the air.
On May 5, 1961,
It was all begun.
On Cape Canaveral's shores,
it opened all doors.
To the space above.
Shepard flew like a dove.
Patients admitted from Monday One hundred fifteen miles high,
8,00 a. m. to Wednesday 11:00 a. m. Shepard flew to the sky.
so, Rebecca Faye Wilson. 512 People watched the T V. screen,
St h•tnell: Mrs Bennie Jackson. To see the rocket scene.
Shepard reported. •lhe view is
nn Grove: Miss Peaagie Pratt.
inderful."
laiaer. Tenn,: Mrs. Ede] Rose. Rt '
1 Mrs Noble W.Is ,n. Hazel. Mrs People thought it was gloryful.
.1.ares Crusaer and baha ;.r1. 2115 In the Atlantic Ocean as was
Maple St . Paris. Tenn Mrs. James
planaed.
Lso•Ads. 207 East Poplar. Mrs ‘'erthe Bahama Islands it would
1Near
non lord WSliams and baby girl.
land.
Harriaor. Ants Mrs Stanley .Johnson an i baba n.irl 2111 Sost.h
It was there it did Lind.- they
15th . Mr, Jerrol San:otters-111e and
, said.
bata isrl. 111 Orchani Hats Mrs
, And he was not dead.
Be'
F. Thorn•on. 707 Poplar;
M. • a le Ann Story 1507 Story 'The people were watching all
. around
A .. e
Mrs Fiala T Wmchester,
1090 No 16th St
W.:..iel Lee To see Shepard when he stepped
to the ground.
L. saitt att 1; Mr, Bohhy McCuastn lit 5 Jackie Scot: Newberry. t The first thing he said was. "Boy,
Rt 6 Mr- Issac .allhritters Rt 2. 1 what a ride.Hazel. Mrs Vane Walker and baby , Some people were so happy they
almost cried
.r1. 215 South 11th I. I. Wilson,
Tit 3 Hazel. John Thomas Little, And that is how Shepard opened
the way.
:471 Afton Ave Paducah, Roder.:k Kenton Oaken Box 261. Cal- Maybe I can go into space someday!
seri ( it'. Mrs. N S Green, 1656
Written by. Linda Sue Darnell.
( alsass :toe
11 Years o14. A. B. Aust.% school
Patientsdismissed -tr
y
a.m.Mrs. Caldwell's 5th grade
Mr. l'a .1 Jk,on. an 4: Mrs.
(
acinace RI I. Do'. Cr. Tenn.: year. Tenn
Mrs Bernard Steen
M., Melinda Poe Rt. 4 New Con- ,and baby girl. Rt. 1. Alm, Mrs.
co7l, Miss Suzette Beane, 403 So. , Billy Blakely and baby girl, Rt.
Mrs Billy Lose!f and baby 1; Wayne Mattingly. 292 So. 7th.;
12th
R: 5. Benton. Mr, Boyd Mrs. Donnie Clark, Rt. 4; Greene
turl
I. on. Itt 1. Miss L.nda
Guer- !Wilson, Rt. 1; Miss Rebecca Wilin, Rt. 6, \ad Kemp. 211 No. 5th.: son. 512 Whitnell: Mrs. Mary Outalr• Anna West, Rt. 1. Hazel; land. Murray Rest Home; Mrs. BetMrs Walter Paschall. Rt. 3. Pur- tie Thornton (Expired', 707 Poplar.
Censaa - Adult
Census - NurseAdult Be Is ..
Ernercenes Beds
Pat lents admit:el

or'
AMERICAN

••••
,•"14111111,
_
CRUNCHED-Look close and you can see the remains
of what used to be a sedan under
that heavy log truck near Eureka, Calif. The
car skidded on a curve and slammed broadaide into the truck. It, driver, Kenneth Jacobson, 45.
Rio Dell, Calif., was lulled instantly.

THE NICEST WAY

•

•-

TO SAY

"I Love You

•

st
A

• Send

Mother A Beautiful

•

Team

W

1.

Detroit
New York
Baltimore
Minnesota
Cleveland
Kansas City
Boston Los Angeles
Chicago
Washington

18
14
12
12
12
9
9
9
Ti
9

6 .750
8 .636
11 .522
11 .522
11 .522
10 .474
12 .429
13 .409
14 .364
16 .360

P,1

G

3
IV,
51
61
751
8 '
9
95

Wednesday's Results
Detroit 7 Washington 1
Minnesota 10 Baltimore 6
Cleve 8 Chi. 2. 11 inns. .„night
New York 9 Kansas City 4, night
Boston 3 Los Angeles 2

POTTED PLANT
Jerry Meyer, junior mathematics major from Benton, hos
been elected president of Sigma
Chi fraternity for the 1961-62
School year.

ROSES
PLAN -I ER

Other new officers are:

or a

Lloyd

VA

4

.

from

0

SHIRLEY FLORIST
500 N. 4th Street

4
no..

Phone PL 3-3251
.

junior

from

Louisville. viee president; James
White. junior' from Warren. Ohio,
recording secretary; Bud Crafton,
junior from Henderson, treasurer;
Bill Evanoff, junior from Calumett, Minn., pledgemaster.

POTTED ROSE BUSH
.

Payton.

TORNADO VICTIM-W. A. McFarland looks tbrougn sersaltage of his home on Lake
Weath,crby, just north of Parkville, Mo, after one of tornadoes in area hammered
down on it.

•

Today's Games
Washington at Detroit
Baltimore at Minnesota
Only games scheduled.
Friday's Games
Detroit at New York. night
Ralston at Washington, night
Baltimore at Cleveland, night
Kansas City at Chicago. night
Los AnglIns at Minnesota

and Bill Skowron each collected
three hits. Norm Siebern homered
b.
for Kansas ityy
Chuck Essegian
Home runs
and Bubba Phillips featured a
six-run rally in the 11th inning
that gave the Indians their victory
over the staggering White Soil
Vic Power and Roy Sievers also
hit homers earlier in the game.
Gary BA went the distance for
the Tribe, gave up seven hits and
won his first game after four
losses. Reliever Frank Baumann
was the loser.
Weird Game
The game between the Red Sox
and Angels was a weird one. Boston won it with a three-run rally
in the sixth that was highlight/I
by Carl Yastrzemaki's two - run
homer off loser Ron Moeller. But
the three Los Angeles pitchers
struck out a total of 17 batters
-Moeller nine, Tom Morgan three
and Rs•ne Duren, making his first
annearance since coming from the
Yankees. five. Tom Brewer (3-2)
was the winner.
Minnesota lumped on Baltimore
starter Dick Hall and reliever WilA
Stock for nine runs in the seconlt
innings Home runs by Billy Gardner. Zito Versalles and Harmon
Killebrew contributed to the big
inning which enabled Jack Kralick to win his third game. Jerry
Adair hit two homers for the
Orioles.

Bill Young. sophomore from
Muray. historian; Hill Williams,
sophomore from Highland Park,
Mich., chapter editor; Jim O'DoriIcy, junior from Grayville, 111.,
sergeant -at-arms; and Dennis
Neal, senior from Lexington, assistant sergeant-at-arms.

W
itiitohn.the spring sports season
slowly drawing to a close. Murray
State's teams' begin to feel the
keen pressure of stiff OVC cornpct
All of the Racer, teams are in
close running for OVC titles, and
earti -realizes these next two weeks
are the deciding factors in conference championships.
.
The Murray State tennis teat"
will meet Middle Tennessee tomorrow for the final OVC match
of the season. Tuesday the Racers
welcome Kentucky Wesleyan tn
the final home match of the year.
The OVC tournament at Middle
Te'rnc'sseeMay 19-20. the
big target for the Thoroughbreds.
It apoeare that Western will be
the squad to 'beat for the title.
The unbeaten track team wilt
*ravel to Arkansas State' Saturday
, !I will face Western here Tuessso night.
The conference track meet will
be held on May 19-20 at Tennessee Tech. The Racers are strong
favorites
in
to retain the champThe Murray State golf team
welcomes Lambuth College Friday
and then invades Tennessee Tech
>in Monday.
The golf tournament, also .
on
May 19-20, will be held in Murfres! boro, Tenn.

1960 VAUXHALL 4-door. Murray car, nice.

1956 OLf
po .eSM
r. OBILE "88" 4-zdmir Hardtop. Double
1956 PONTIAC 4-door .Sedan. 14)611 car,
nice.
1955 PLYMOUTH V-S 2--door Hardtop. Nice.
1955 PONTIAC 4-door.'Clean.
1954 PONTIAC (3 to choose from). One
with standard transmission, nice.
1953 OLDSM&ILE "98" 4-door. One with
power,
one without.
1953 *CADILLAC Convertible. Nice.
1954 BUICK Convertible.
1952 CHEVROLET,
1952 FORD.
1951 OLDSMOBILE "11S" 1 -door. Clean
as a pin.
1950 CHEVROLET.

J. T.K
Motor Sales

- Your Authorized Dealer For
CADILLAC * OLDSNIOBILE * PONTIAC
VAUXHALL
1408 Main

Phone Plaza 3-5315

•

k

•

'

.01

3t

91

!

I'1

14

L

MSC Snort Teams
In For Showdown

1958 PONTIAC 4-door. Double power, sharp.

LEAGUE

Jerry Meyer Is Elected
President of Sigma Ohl

CORSAGE

down the Reds ninth straight sactory in style by entering the game
in the ninth inning and striking
out the side.
Joey Jay Wins
The victory went to right-hander Joey Jay, who yielded all six
of the Cardinals' hits during the
seven innings-lie worked. Marshall
Bridges held the Cards hitless in
the eighth and then Henry did his
bit in the ninth. Vada Pinson hit
a two-run homer off loser Curt
Simmons and Chico Cardenas singled home the decisive run in the
third inning.
Milwaukee capitalized on Don
Zimmer's ninth inning error with
s
the bases full to hand Chicagoits
sixth straight loss. 3-2. Lew Burdette pitched a four-hitter_for his
second victory while Don Elston
sufiered his first loss after four
w in s. Shortstop Roy McMillan
committed three errors but also
collected three of the Braves' eight
hits, including a home run.
The Detroit Tigers stayed three
games aheadin I he American
League with a 7-1 triumph over
the Washington Senaturs, and the
second-place New York Yankees
defeated the Kansas City Athletics, 9-4. Cleveland climbed into a
third place tie with an 8-2 win
over Chicago in 11 innings: Boston
downed Los Angeles, 3-2. and
Minnesota beat Baltimore, 10-6.
Pitches Five-Hitter
Jim Bunning led the Tigers to
their 18th victory in 24 games
with a five-hitter against the Senators. Loser Ed Hobaugh w a s
-outed iti the second inning when
Detroit clinched the outcome with
a four-run rally. Bunning struck
uts
2-2iven in bringing his record
to
The Yankees hammered Iniier
Bud Daley and two relievers for
five runs in the eighth inning to
.
Clevenger (3-11 picked up his
first victory for the Yankees, who
obtained him from the Angels on
Monday. He relieved italph Terry
in the sixth and yielded one hit
the s, • f the way. Elston Howard

a
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BUSINESS
• DIRECTORY

ach collected
tern homered

ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS
Sales & Service

uck Essegian
featured a
11th inning
their victory
White Sok11
Sievers also
n the game.
distance for
Ten hits and
after four
ik Baumann

OIL

Drugs ..

USED DOORS AND WINDOWS.
44 tun air conditioner. Both in
good condition. Phone PL 3-5664.
ml2c

l'WO - PIECE LIVING ROOM
... PL 3-1916 suite, 6-month old. Priced to sell.
call PL 3-4bad after 5 p.m. or see
owner at 1654 Calloway Avenue,
DISTRIBUTORS
ml2p
Apt. 4.
. PL 3-1323 NEW AND use..o PIANOS. Seiburn White Pianos, 403 Chestnut
St., Murray, Ky. Phone PL 3-3054.
ml2p

Jobbers Shell Oil Products

PL 3-2547

A Ut.:"I 10,s1 SALE

I

OFFICE SUPPLIES

Ky. Lake Oil Co. .

10 DRUG STORES

ewOlt z ALE

Ledger & Tunes

ger at Tunes .... PI, 3-1916

ne
the Fled Sox
ird one. BosPee-run rally
s highlights.
i's two - run
Moeller. But
?les pitchers
f 17 batters
Viorgan three
sing his first
ing from the
Irewer (3-2)

Ease Delivery Service

AND HALF
PL 3-31180 HAVE !Viso PINT
gallon plast.. sontainers. Ideal for
iotai •ireeLeis at less than half
price. First come first served basis
PRINTING
as long as they last. Shoemaker
3-19113
PL
.
runes
Oe
c-ed&er
eopeura Company, 1st and Maple.
mllc

Tidwell Paint Store

HeRDWARE STORES

RESTAURANTS

cor. 4th & Main

Jouglass

3.•uttibicle

3tarks Hdw.

PL 3-1227

INSURANCE

PL 3-s892

itestataant

FRESH JERSEY COW WITH heifmile
er calf. PLaza 3-4581.

2 NICE COTTAGES ON Kentucky
cake. Ready to live in. Full furn:sited, electric heat for year around
PL 3-2810 living. Call Roberts Realty, PL 3mlIc
1651.

SERVICE STATIONS
Walston-Young Tex.

FFIA Chapter Attends
District Meeting

NOTICE

I

ALLTION SALE SATURDAV,
may 13th, lb:Uu a.m., rain or shine
at the Lester Powell home, Cross/Mita, tsentucky. Will sell: deep
ireeze tor home or store, Frigidaire, electric stove, dinette set, 6
criairs; hate-a-way Lied, mattress,
oux sprmas, 4 Ciinny Linn beds,
oreaser, chitterobe, chest ut drawLas, enu taoles, coffee tabie, chairs,
i V. combination washing machine,
acaies for store. Other items too
numerous tu mention.. Jimmy
ml2c
cooper, Auctioneer.

PAINT STORES
OMOOEBY STOFES
rood Market PL 3-461.2

Fulkerson was a candidate for the
office of Treasurer":
A special feature of the meeting
was a report oil toe two State
FHA projects, "Clean-up—Dun t
Litter-up" and the "State FHA
aholarship --Fund", which was
CATLETTSBURG. Ky. .!'ls —
given oy each chapter. Our chapter promoted the "Clean-up — Boyd "aunty fax Comrnissicner
Don't Litter-up" by placing post-. P. J. Won(' Jr, annoenced Weders in the halls reminding students nesday that Cie evpandad innot to th:JW paper on the ground, dostry ard raw real estate conVA, F11;11'Orl
by contr.buting garbage cans to struct;, n vsil, me
the school, and by appointing a more in tax revenue far the
committee to judge each room and county ts.ss ye3r. Prooar y tax
Calloway County Future Home- determine whesai or not it was a Wier. ens w (I be on" .10,490
higher than la.:t
maker members arid advisors at- clean room.
tended the Kentucky Lake District
meeting of FHA at Heath High! Twenty (WIEN was contributed
Fund. These
School, Saturday, April 29. Juoy ! to the SC11
Hashes, chapter recreation leader funas were ra,sed us having each
member pas a peany for each inch
presided as District sung leader.
••Futtre Homemakers Map' of her foot arm oy having a white
Stronger Districts" was the theme ,sephant grab bag.

MONUMENTS—MURRAY Marble
and Granite Works, builders of
iine memorials fur over half censiry/Ports, White, Manager. Dial
junel5c
i'L 3-2512.

sOMMERf IAL-BiaT UP Roofsag. Rubberoid bonded roofing,
licensed am; nisured. Issapp Roof.rig Co. Call Murray Lumber Co.
mlUp of the meeting. Calloway chapter
Janet Like is ihI be an applicant
members had the responsibility of fur one of eighteen scholarships to
BARGAINS GALORE — AT THE having a member on the scrap- be presented at the State FHA
Outlet S ti r e. Hazel, Kentucky. nook committee and the nominat- Meeting, which will be held June
New shipment ladies summer ing committee. Judy Whitlow in- 6-6 at Murray State College.
ml4c terviewed the canfisiatea running
shoes.
Apploximately sixty FHA memr a district offices
District oftreers ffirffic 'coming'bers attendee the meeting. rhey
ere aseumpamea by aavisors,
CARD OF THANKS
year were elected. Franbes Anastrung was a candidate for the , Mrs. Keri.ck, Ms.. :Sofres., and
,4•fiss Thsinoson.
I want to thank each and every- aftSee ot Song Leader

AUCTION SALE AT MRS. LULA
firmer, 101 South 12th Street,
Murray, Saturuay, May 13111. 1:00
p.m, rain or shine. Hou.sehoiu turaiture include.: living ruoni suite,
manias room suite tround table),
wisitlig niaenaie, Frigidaire :;love,
refrigerator, bedroom suite, odd one who visited me during the
Lieu and oreaser, chest of drawers, month of .April. 216 people visited
aewing machine, laraps:, taules, odd me.
Mrs. Attie Miles
chairs, dishes and cooking utensils.
ltp
Ntunerods other items. Terms
cash. Joe Pat Lamb, Auctioneer.
lte
CARD OF THANKS

•

I

FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION needs
We wish to thank each one of
contact Joe Pat Lamb. Experiencyou who rendered service in any
2-3691.
Buick
4-DOOR,
TWO-TONE
1956
11Y
quahlied.
and
ed
PL 3-3413
Gen. Insurance
TYPEWRITER RENTAL
ml3c way to make our sorrow lighter
with Ky. license. A esean Ky. car,
during the illness and death of
AND SERVICE
priced to sell. Phone PL 3-5556.
our-trusband and father Hallet,
JEWELRY
• ltc
I
1
PL 3-1916
Hopkins.
FOUND
&
LOST
Ledger & Times
Furches Jewelry .... PL 3-2835
6 ROOM BRICK HOUSE l Baths,
Especially the hospital staff afid
part basement, on large lot, locat- LOST: DOWNTOWN SATURDAY, Dr. Na.hayile that worked so faithTV SALES & SERVICE
Murray jewelry Next to Varsity
ed on Main. Ideal for school, lots one pair of boy's black dress shoes. ful to relieve his suffering, the
& Ref. Set. . PL 3-5151 of nice shade. SI2,000.0() full price. PLaza'3-5871.
ltc Max II. Churchill Funeral Home,
LADIES READY TO WEAR Bell's TV
Call Roberts Realty, PL 3-1651.
Rev. Shanklin for his consoling
PL 3-4623
LIttletons
ml3c
words, the Bethel Qaartet, the
rn.
ana71111u
floral 141-utfesissg te...
litt4i
ipl.y
HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS
lic,liti,i.locL-19sy 4.11g, t',41.41 blos
MENS CLOTHING
Ferr—tie Help Wanted
PL 3-1291
Waikma Quanta•
Eulice Moubray, M.
PL 3-3234'
Granam-Jackson
.,3e..Lpi. - Lora HupW4 Ascl daughCOLLEGE STUDENTS PART
..,. plit,sp. ,
)
_zati 13:11
te'qii_ ttni,
. I mu n ,..3.)_:i.i.ine.
.1ion
ayo
time employment with national
concerts. Part time, 4 hours per
slay. $1 per hour. Also summer,
• --employment. For personal inter-
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ports season
lose. Murray
to feel the
r ovc com-
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Have You Read Today's Sports?

earns are in
C titles, and
it two weeks
tors in con-

A

view bee Mr. LaMaster, Room 103,
-Gatlin Bldg. Friday, May 12; 1
mile
..-p.m. to 4 p.m.

. LIMY PARKER FOR SHERIFF

tennis tear"
nnessee toOVC match
v the Racers
Wesleyan in
of the year.
nt at Middle
9-20 is the
oroughbreds.
:ern will be
or the tide.
It team wills
ate' Saturday
s here Tues-

WILL BE A FRIEND TO ALL
"Young Enough To Do The Job and Old
Enough To Know How"

ROSE
BUSHES

lc meet will
at Tennest are strong
the champ-

IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT. 2
iimies to do telephone interview
osk from our local office. Must
ue 25-52, have pleasant but aggressive personality, and be free
to work 4 - 6 hours daily. $1 per
hour plus bonus. For personal inLeadaster, Room
:el- raw see
iuS Uati:n Bats., S'riday, May 12,
mile
1 p.m.
44 I'LL?

NY API I ED

.1 Si LAM 11NISSiLit. EXPElt.est,.. pie.eirud. Inquire at Boone
ml2c
Laundi - 1.leueis.

•A A

AZALIAS

•
*

.tif
4t
7

Azalia Fertilizer

4
-.•.6.

and Peat Moss

-HOUSE FOR MINISTER'S family
with four inairen. Must be availante by June 3. (-an PL 3-2957.
ml3c

Political
Announcements

dna relax, visit with your friand "etghbors, chances
are some Ot them wilt be here.

for

ends

COUNTY COURT CLERK
QUALIFIED and CAPABLE
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NANCY
'vVELL. —
PLEASE
TURN IT
OFF

AUNT FRITZ'-- '•
ARE YOU
USING YOUR.
NEW VACUUM
CLEANER UP
THERE ?

at

,SK1N6
AND 54'5 ALLt)
EVERS'ONE,"4)14 DOES HE
RAE TO RAY THATFUPID PAT?'
I THINK THAT'S TERRiBLE!

I
THINK IT'S
Dt56RACEFUL
7kE WAY LUCY
90114ER6 YOU!
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sliege Friday
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Joe Hal Spann
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UWE FigliVER SHOP
Phone PL 3-3381

15th & Poplar
Doti ble

Our
-Around The World- Visits Takes
•
Us This Week To New England
for . .

st a ti(1-

New England Se3 food

power,

•

•

LOBSTER A LA NEWBURG

• FRICASSEE OF CAPE COD SCAI.LOPS
• SHRIM? A LA NEWBURG
• FRESH SEAFOOD SALAD
• EGG SALAD

pin.

• TOSSED GREF.N SALAD

9

• ROLLS - BUTTER
• DEEP DISH APPLE PIE
MEAL (jFA'S UNI)1:1Z WAY AT 6 P.M.
TO-MORROW

(TII URSDAY)
.5

-We Hope You Will Join Us

The Collegiate he,staurant
14!3 Main

5

PL 3-1539

The Leager & 1.111142a is author-,
Iwo to announ.a: the toilowing
persons a., canat...ales in the Demo:I-4.w Firma's., may :4.3,
c.:ounty Judge
Vitlidlld Neale
ilubett O.- Miller
.
uryttil To Icy
County Court Clerk
Ratioaii LI. Patterson
Douglas Sinn:maker
Joe hal spann
County Sheriff
drighaiii Futrell
Auodrow ilicknian
cowry Parker
County Tax,Commissioner
na:re.., E. hale
.ls,oert Young
County Jul.,
stsgiszratis. Liberty District
Hale
...rah W. Stalluway
alker
Almon Willoughby
Magistrate. Hazel District
W,iliana .tdarns
Astitew J. Wilson
Magistrate, Waciesboro District
Max d'zazisil
Ceeii Tisysor
G. W. Edmonds
Magistrate, Murray District
Cecil Holiand
C. E. Erwin
H. M. Workman
M. G. flichardson
sitiptires, Cohooli
Brandon Dill
City Judges
William II. "Jake" Donn
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City Mayor
'Houma Ellis
C. B. Giogan
City Cottacil, Ward A
'toward McNeely
Lloyd Arnold
State Representative
Otis Lovins
Charlie Lassiter
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GODCHAUX - 10-Lb. Bag

SUGAR

p.
,-•

CRACKERS

Tau Kalpa F'Ir'n Etc
T veedy c r-'. r

LADY! PARKER'S ISN'T PREDICTING t
THE WEATHER BUT THEY ARE PREDICTING FOR YOU. . . .
SHOWERS OF SAVINGS!!

98c

FLAVOR-KIST

S
CAKE
PEACHES

ANGEL
FOOD

Regular
35c Size

Fresh From The Bakery
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Excit•11,, Flp•-Apple Sauce Rasin
Butter Pecan
Fudge Nut
Too!!
.....•

Rano Pvt.
Wesley Gro9,r;

CHERRIES

RED PITTED PIE --

— 303 can

NESCAFE INSTANT - Giant 10-oz.

COFFEE

Met

2oF 39c

$1.29

GRADE 'A' QUALITY

FRYERS
25icb
.11•11••••

READY TO EAT - 2-15 lb.

HAMS
,
29

OBI

LUNCH MEAT
• BOLOGNA

shank Portion -

• PICKLE & PIMENTO
• LIVER LOAF

4

• MINCED HAM

WHOLE or BUTT
ELICED

• SPICED HAM
• CHICKEN LOAF

d.W'

29cPkg.
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BACON _

—

SPONGES, PAILS, ETC.
JOB IS OVER USE

weatesal
.ouI

Reg. Siztl

•

2250

3-I.BS.

HAMBURGER - - - $1

31

r

AFTER THE MAIN CLEANING

39c lb.
79e lb.

l'EsESH, LEAN

SLICED

47

^

HOUSE HOLD ITEMS: BROOMS, MOPS,

lb

• SALAMI

-

WE ALSO CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF

RING OR SLICED

37c Lb. or2 LB

89e POLO`NA

LB

39°

PL

BLEACH
35e

3ABY FOOD
6 CANS59`

GAL

-

,„
TOP QUALITY —

/

LOWER PRICE!

RED CROSS

MACARONI
10e
7

4,>

OZ

C NE 1- GINE
CHAF.COAL

.lirivrq
" 39FLUID
,
QT

POPSRITE

POPCORN
2 F0 29`
/

LB

BAG

RED CROSS

LIMA
N.
2 • 25'
EINTO BEANS 300 CAN
3 2§
TOOTH PASTE
CATSUP__19'
COOKIES
53, !
39,
v'41)14i4 YST WEENIE _
29'
VIENNA SAUSAGE
2 436
SPRING VEGETABLES & FRUITS
DOG FOOD
5'
6 49'
CABBAGE
5(
—
FOE"
,
29'
_
11E11, PEPPERS _
2
ITARmick
TOMATOES
39(i.
SPAGHETTI
10e

ACE

COFFEE
L3

SALAD DRESSING
39(
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Si-IS

101 CAN — — —

0

EST

F°R

PEPSODENT

STOKLEYS

11 OZ.

BALL POINT PEN FREE

LGE

GIANT

1 LB. PK.I.

R

F°TONY

F°R

II.R.
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RADISH ES 1(11611KM -

10C

R411

25' ROLL

11{.

14.1.

FON 145('

TI fit

EXTERMINATION STORY

P BEANS

QT

--EruNSHINE HYDROX

CAR RI

AMERICAN

ALMA

BIG BROTHER

LB. BOX

10C

I'001) MKT.
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